Predicting and characterizing the crystal structure of materials is a key problem in materials research and development. We report the results of ab initio LDA/GGA computations for the following systems: AgAu, AgCd, AgMg, AgMo * , AgNa, AgNb * , AgPd, AgRh * , AgRu * , AgTc * , AgTi, AgY, AgZr, AlSc, AuCd, AuMo * , AuNb, AuPd, AuPt * , AuRh * , AuRu * , AuSc, AuTc * , AuTi, AuY, AuZr, CdMo * , CdNb * , CdPd, CdPt, CdRh, CdRu * , CdTc * , CdTi, CdY, CdZr, CrMg * , MoNb, MoPd, MoPt, MoRh, MoRu, MoTc * , MoTi, MoY * , MoZr, NbPd, NbPt, NbRh, NbRu, NbTc, NbY * , NbZr * , PdPt, PdRh * , PdRu * , PdTc, PdTi, PdY, PdZr, PtRh, PtRu, PtY, PtTc, PtTi, PtZr, RhRu, RhTc, RhTi, RhY, RhZr, RuTi, RuTc, RuY, RuZr, TcTi, TcY, TcZr, TiZr * , YZr * ( * = systems in which the ab initio method predicts that no compounds are stable). A detailed comparison to experimental data confirms the high accuracy with which ab initio methods can predict ground states.
Introduction
First principles computation, whereby the properties of materials are predicted starting from the principles of quantum mechanics, is becoming well integrated with more traditional materials research. A list of ab initio studies on binary and ternary alloy phase stability up to 1994 can be found in Ref. [1] . Since the earliest, completely ab initio computation of a binary phase diagram [2] , the approaches for computing the total energy of a solid have significantly improved, and computing resources have continued to become faster and less expensive. We believe that a point has been reached where, with a reasonable amount of resources, high throughput first principles studies of a large number of alloys can be performed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this paper we present the results of a first principles study of 14 080 computed total energies on 176 crystal structures in 80 binary alloys. All energies were computed in the Local Density (LDA) or Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) to Density Functional Theory, which are standard approaches for first principles studies on solids. To our knowledge this is the largest first principles study of its kind on alloys. As we have compared the results in every system to experimental compilations, this study also offers a statistical test on the accuracy of some current ab initio approaches in correctly predicting the structure of materials.
For 89 compounds we find unambiguous agreement between experiment and the ab initio computation (Table 5) , giving some indication of the predictive power of modern ab initio electronic structure methods. For many systems, verification of the ab initio results is difficult, as the systems have been poorly or incompletely characterized, or only high temperature information is available experimentally. For most of these system, we make predictions that are consistent with the limited available information. Even though our library of 176 crystal structures is, to our
Structures and their prototypes
The library contains 176 crystal structures. Many of these have the same structure type but with different compositions of occupancies, for example, AB 3 and A 3 B (also AB and BA if the point groups of atomic positions of A and B are different), so the number of distinct prototypes is 101. The various concentrations are listed in Table 1 . The library has 176 structures, and 101 distinct prototypes ( * at composition AB, three prototypes have different point groups in atomic positions A and B; therefore they represent distinct structure types).
Of such prototypes, 65 are chosen from the most common intermetallic binary structures in the CRYSTMET database [11] and in the Pauling File [10] . Such prototypes can be described by their Strukturbericht designation and/or natural prototypes [9, 10] : A1, A2, A3, A4, A15, B h , B1, B2, B3, B4, B8 1 , B8 2 , B10, B11, B19, B27, B32, B33 (B f ), C c , C2, C6, C11 b , C14, C15, C15 b , C16, C18, C22, C32, C33, C37, C38, C49, D0 a , D0 3 , D0 9 , D0 11 , D0 19 , D0 22 , D0 23 , D0 24 , D1 3 , D1 a , D2 d , D7 3 , D8 8 (36) are fcc, bcc or hcp superstructures. Twelve of these superstructures consist of stacking of pure A and B planes along some direction. Of such prototypes, 12 contain a stacking direction; therefore we can name them following the parent lattice and the stacking direction:
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[011] AB3 , FCC [111] AB3 . For the FCC superstructures, a conversion table for converting between the lattice-stacking direction, the Sanchez-de Fontaine notation [12] , and the Lu et al. designations [13, 14] is included in Table 2 . Table 2 Conversion table for converting between the lattice-stacking direction, the Sanchez-de Fontaine notation [12] , and the Lu et al. designations [13, 14] Space group Sanchez-de Lu et al. Here Fontaine [12] [13,14] a n d [ 15] AB 2 I4/mmm #139 AB 2 (c) β 1/β2 F C C The prototypes of stable structures, that cannot be described by Strukturbericht designation, natural prototypes or the lattice-stacking-direction convention, are described in Appendix A. The complete geometrical description of all the fcc, bcc, and hcp superstructures of the library can be found in Ref. [15] .
High throughput, first principles calculations
Ultra Soft Pseudopotential LDA calculations (US-LDA)
Most of the energy calculations of the library were performed using density functional theory in the Local Density Approximation (LDA), with the Ceperley-Alder form for the correlation energy as parameterized by Perdew and Zunger [18] with ultra soft Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials [19] , as implemented in VASP [20] . Calculations are at zero temperature and pressure, and without zero-point motion. The energy cutoff in an alloy was set to 1.5 times the larger of the suggested energy cutoffs of the pseudopotentials of the elements of the alloy (suggested energy cutoffs are derived by the method described in [20] ). Brillouin zone integrations were done using 2000/(number of atoms in unit cell) k-points distributed as uniformly as possible on a Monkhorst-Pack mesh [21, 22] . For a sample set of calculations, we verified that with these energy cutoffs and k-point meshes the absolute energy is converged to better than 10 meV/atom. Energy differences between structures are expected to be converged to much smaller tolerances. Spin polarization was used only for magnetic alloys. For the non-magnetic ones, spin polarization was used only to verify the energies of the ground state structures. All structures were fully relaxed. With such methodology, we consider degenerate structures the ones that have energies closer than about 5 meV/atom.
We have decided to calculate the entire library within the LDA formalism instead of the PAW-GGA method (discussed below) because of the faster execution speed of LDA.
PAW-GGA calculations
When several structures are in close competition for the ground state, we also performed calculations in the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA), with Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials, as implemented in VASP [20, 23, 24] . One would expect the PAW-GGA approach to be somewhat more accurate than the US-LDA. For the GGA correlation energy, we used the Perdew-Wang parameterization (GGA-PW91) [25] . Similar to the US-LDA case, all PAW-GGA calculations are performed at zero temperature and pressure, and without zero-point motion. The energy cutoff in each calculation was set to 1.75 times the larger of the suggested energy cutoffs of the pseudopotentials of the elements of the alloy. Brillouin zone integrations were done using at least ∼3500/(number of atoms in unit cell) k-points distributed as uniformly as possible on a Monkhorst-Pack mesh [21, 22] . Spin polarization was used in all calculations. We expect such calculations to be able to distinguish energies of structures previously degenerate. This is because the increased density of the k-point mesh, the reduced radial cutoff of the PAW potentials versus the ultrasoft pseudopotentials, and the GGA correlation energy implementation. With such methodology, we consider degenerate structures the ones that have energies closer than 1 meV/atom. For some structures both the US-LDA and PAW-GGA calculations are presented. To avoid confusion, we specify the type of calculation in brackets: "(us-lda)" or "(paw-gga)". In addition, all the results of the PAW-GGA calculations are given in italics.
Symmetries of the pure elements
Both the US-LDA and PAW-GGA calculations reproduce the correct experimental crystal structures of the pure elements at room temperature. The only exception is the case for sodium. In the two formalisms, Na-hcp is very slightly favored over Na-bcc and Na-fcc, in agreement with other first principle calculations [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . At room temperature sodium has the bcc structure, and undergoes a martensitic transformation below 35 K, to a close packed structure [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Therefore our results, Na-hcp stable and the very small energy differences with Na-bcc and Na-fcc, are consistent with the behavior at low temperature only.
High throughput computing
To perform the high number of calculations, we have implemented a set of automatic tools to prepare initial data, perform calculations and analyze results.
Preparation of input files
All input files are prepared by starting from the templates based on the prototype chemistry. The volume of the unit cells is determined as a linear combination of atomic volumes of pure elements with Vegard's law [39] . The internal position of the atoms have been taken from geometrical configurations (for fcc, bcc, hcp superstructures) or have been extracted from the CRYSTMET and the Pauling File databases [11, 10] .
Ab initio calculations
The calculations are performed by a high throughput tool, called AFLOW (automatic flow), which searches inside the library for potential input files and performs the proper ab initio calculations. AFLOW is able to balance the CPU loads in a multiprocessor and cluster environment, maximizing the total throughput of the process [15] . AFLOW extracts the energy and initiates further relaxations with the atomic positions and unit cell geometries obtained from VASP. Therefore, all the structures are relaxed at least twice, and many (∼10% of the total) are relaxed three or more times, until proper geometrical and energetic convergence is obtained. To conclude, for a library of 176 crystal structures in 80 binary alloys, with a total of 14 080 structures, AFLOW performed 32,402 VASP calculations. The total computing time used for this project was ∼9.05 × 10 8 CPU seconds (∼28.7 CPU years), which was spread over a large set of computers [40] . Given the different types of CPUs used, we can only estimate the total amount of computation for the project at roughly ∼1.2 ×10 6 TERAFLOP.
Collection and error check of the results
Once each structure has been calculated, space group symmetry, bond distances, coordination numbers and unit volumes are compared for all the structures of that alloy with the same concentration in the library. Frequently, several structures, starting from different prototypes, relax to the same final structure with the same energy. Therefore, to identify the correct stable phase, it is mandatory to be able to determine the final relaxed structure with the highest possible reliability. Details of the high throughput error checking tool can be found in Ref. [15] . A few stable structures remain unidentified. For those we report the unit cell and atomic positions in Appendix A. Such prototypes might be new phases to be checked experimentally.
Calculation of the formation energies and the convex hull
The formation energy for each structure is determined with respect to the most stable structure of the pure elements.
To determine the ground states of a system one needs to find, as a function of composition, the ordered compounds that have an energy lower than any other structure or any linear combination of structures that gives the proper composition. This set of ground state structures forms a convex hull, as all other structures have an energy that falls above the set of tie lines that connects the energy of the ground states. In thermodynamical terms, the convex hull represents the Gibbs free energy of the alloy at zero temperature.
Comparison with experiments
To compare the ab initio results to experimental information, we relied on the information and references in the Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams (Massalski [9] ) and in the Pauling File [10] . Though in some cases references not included in these were also used, no systematic approach to go beyond information in the Pauling File or Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams was used.
Discussion and summary of results
In comparing the stable structures predicted by the ab initio computations with available experimental information, we have attempted to classify the results in a few distinct categories. Table 5 gives the compounds where the ab initio result and experiments are in unambiguous agreement. The fact that there are a large number of compounds (89) in Table 5 is a positive statement about the accuracy of LDA/GGA in capturing the close energetic competition between the 176 structures in our library. For one of the systems in Table 5 (PdTi 3 ) we took the liberty of modifying the experimental result [9] which shows the A15 structure (stoichiometry AB 3 ) as a line compound at composition PdTi 4 . While off-stoichiometric compounds are obviously possible, this usually goes together with significant width of the single-phase field. Hence, we concluded (maybe erroneously) that the placement of A15 at composition PdTi 4 in Ref. [9] is likely a typographical error. Table 6 shows compositions which are experimentally known to form compounds, but lack a complete identification of the structure type. Hence, the ab initio prediction should be seen as a likely crystal structure for the compound. In most cases, the ab initio structure is consistent with the conditions imposed by the limited experimental data (e.g. bcc ordering is seen for Ag-Cd, and we predict B19; or C37 is speculated for Au-Sc, in agreement with what we predict). Hence, it is likely that with further experimental characterization, many of these systems would move to Table 5.  Tables 7a and 7b contains compositions which are experimentally characterized as solid solutions, high temperature two-phase regions, or have not been studied at all in a particular composition range. Because of the lack of low temperature information in these systems, an unambiguous statement about the accuracy of the LDA/GGA prediction cannot be made. For some systems, the ab initio result is very consistent with the experimentally observed behavior. For example, in Ag-Au we find many fcc ordered superstructures with low formation energies, indicating a weak ordering interaction. So it is likely that the ab initio predicted structures are stable at low temperature, but disorder into a solid solution at elevated temperature, a rather common occurrence for noble-metal alloys. For other systems in this table the comparison between experiments and ab initio is more troubling. For example, while Mo-Ti is experimentally described as a two-phase system with no known compounds down to 400 • C, we find very strong compound formation. While it is possible that these compounds disappear through peritectoid reactions below 400 • C, the large negative formation energies make this unlikely. It is more likely that either the experimental characterization of this system, or the ab initio result is significantly in error. A system such as Mo-Nb, on the other hand, is not at all studied experimentally, and no statement about the accuracy of our prediction in this system can be made. Table 8 contains the compounds whose crystal structure is not present in the library, and hence, it is not possible to make a comparison with the ab initio data. In some cases (e.g. Au 10 Zr 7 ), this is because the crystal structure is uncommon and has a large unit cell, making it less worthwhile to include it in the library. In other cases (e.g. that of Rh 5 Ti) the structure is simply unknown. Table 8 also includes structures that are only stable at off-stoichiometric compositions (e.g. B19 in Au-Ti), as we did not include disorder in the library prototypes.
Finally, Table 9 contains the compositions for which there seems to be a clear disagreement between the experimental data in Refs. [9, 10] and the ab initio results. Because these systems can indicate either experimental errors, or shortcomings of the ab initio method, we discuss them here in more detail. Note that ab initio errors are most likely due to the LDA or GGA approximations or the pseudopotentials being used. In general, one should consider that our calculations only produce the zerokelvin energy, whereas all the experimental results are at non-zero temperature. Given that entropic differences between structures can be of the order 0.1-1.0k B per atom [375] , very small energy differences between the experimentally observed structure and our ab initio results could be reversed at elevated temperature. In particular, AuNb 3 -A15, NbRh 3 -L1 2 , NbRu 3 -L1 2 and NbRu -L1 0 may be in this category. This phenomenon is quite common. As an example, Wolverton and Ozilins have shown that, in the case of the aluminum-copper system, the vibrational entropy difference is responsible for stabilizing the θ phase Al 2 Cu (tetragonal C16) over the competing Al 2 Cu-θ phase (distortion of θ c -C1, the cubic fluorite phase with CaF 2 prototype), which has the lowest energy, and, therefore, is the stable structure at zero kelvins [376] . At temperatures higher than T ∼ 150-200 • C, Al 2 Cu-θ is more favorable.
Discussion of disagreement between experimental and ab initio results
AuNb 3 The structure AuNb 3 -A15 has been reported a number of times [9, 10, [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . In particular, Röschel et al. [131] observed the A15 structure to grow in quenched samples. Samples of the material ball-milled to form disordered bcc revert upon heat treatment in an exothermic reaction to A15, suggesting that A15 could be the ground state for this composition at low temperature. The relatively small energy difference between A15 and the AuNb 2 ↔ Nb tie-line in our calculation could lead to finite temperature stability of A15. Alternatively, the ∼7 meV/atom energy difference (US-LDA and PAW-GGA) could simply be an error of the ab initio approach.
AuY
While we predict the B33 structure to be stable by 26 meV/atom below the B2 structure, this system is experimentally listed as having a B2 structure. This experimental classification is based on a paper by Chao et al. [169, 10] . Chao's work mentioned that they only see B2 when performing a rapid quench. In further work, Kusma [171] and Dwight [157] did not observe the B2 structure. The experimental results in this system are therefore somewhat suspect. It is possible that B2 is a high temperature structure while B33 is the low temperature form. However, it should also be pointed out that the mixing energies in this system are very large (∼1 eV), and that the potential error of ∼25 meV/atom (US-LDA and PAW-GGA) is a small fraction of this.
Cd 3 Nb
The structure of this compound gives one of the more interesting discrepancies between ab initio and experiments to emerge from our study. On the basis of experimental work of Von Holleck [177] , a single L1 2 compound is claimed to be stable in this system. Computationally, no compounds are stable at all, and we find this system to be immiscible. The compound with lowest energy is a bcc superstructure at composition CdNb, and energy ∼55 meV/atom above the Cd ↔ Nb tie-line (∼62 meV/atom with PAW-GGA). The Cd 3 Nb-L1 2 is 70 meV/atom above that same tie-line (>100 meV/atom with PAW-GGA). It is not common for LDA/GGA to make such large and qualitative errors in metals, and further investigation of this system is suggested, as it will likely lead to a reconsideration of the experimental classification, or to some novel understanding of the errors that ab initio methods can produce in metals.
CdPt 3 Experimentally this compound is claimed to form in the L1 2 structure, while we predict it to form in a new structure for which no prototype yet exists (CdPt proto 3 in Appendix VIII). We believe the experimental assignment to be uncertain. It is based on a single paper by Nowotny [180] which actually does not observe the L1 2 structure in this system, but assigns it by chemical similarity with the Pt 3 Zn system.
NbRh 3
This compound is characterized as an L1 2 structure, whereas our ab initio results find the Al 3 Pu prototype to be 8 meV/atom lower in energy (5.3 meV/atom with PAW-GGA). This small energy difference could very well be an LDA/GGA error, or could be reversed at elevated temperature by entropic effects.
NbRu 3
NbRu 3 shows a similar discrepancy to the compound NbRh 3 . Experimentally it is found to be an L1 2 structure, whereas we find a D0 24 structure that is 8 meV/atom below the L1 2 . With PAW pseudopotentials and the GGA exchange-correlation corrections the D0 24 -L1 2 energy difference reduces to 2.5 meV/atom. Because this number is so small, extremely large k-point sets and high energy cutoff were used to converge it. The results indicate that L1 2 and D0 24 are all but degenerate in this system. Since D0 24 and L1 2 are very similar (D0 24 is a periodically antiphased version of L1 2 ) subtle entropic effects can easily reverse the stability between these two.
NbRu
Experimentally this system is classified as having the L1 0 structure, whereas the ab initio results indicate an unusual two-phase region between Nb 3 Ru (D0 3 ) and NbRu 2 (C37) covering this composition [9, 10, 227, 231] . The most recent experimental result is based on the assignment by Chen [231] who observes a disordered bcc solution at high temperature and a transformation to a tetragonal structure near 1000 • C. Between 720 and 920 • C they see a further symmetry reduction to an orthorhombic phase. Hence, even if the tetragonal structure below 1000 • C were to be L1 0 (which is only speculated by Chen) its further transformation to an orthorhombic structure would indicate that L1 0 is not the ground state structure. On the basis of a diffusion couple study, Hurley [229] believes that a two-phase region exists near 50% Ru, though the results seem to be irreproducible. Besides the difficulty with interpreting the experimental data, significant problems also exist on the ab initio side with this compound. The PAW-GGA result is substantially different from the US-LDA result. GGA gives L1 0 only 4 meV/atom above the tie-line (versus 20 meV/atom in LDA), whereas B19 seems to be >100 meV/atom above the tie-line (versus 13 meV/atom with LDA).
PtY
Experimental assignment of the structure of this compound as B27 is based on two papers [271, 310] . The ab initio work finds B33 to be lowest in energy with B27 higher by 50 meV/atom (60 meV/atom with PAW-GGA). Given that the experimental results seem sound, this is probably a true ab initio error.
The work of Schubert et al. [317] establishes Pt 3 Zr 5 as a D8 8 structure, whereas our ab initio (LDA) results put the D8 8 structure 36 meV/atom above the tie-line formed by PtZr 2 -C16 and PtZr-B33. The GGA result is 26 meV/atom above the tie-line. In each case the W 5 Si 3 structure is lower in energy than the D8 8 . Given the large mixing energies in this system (of the order of 1 eV/atom), these ab initio errors seem plausible.
Conclusions
Overall, the comparison between experimental data and ab initio results is encouraging. A large number of the ground states are predicted correctly, even though significant competition exists between various structures, indicating that relative energy differences are well reproduced by LDA/GGA. In many cases, the direct comparison between ab initio and experiments is difficult, as systems have often not been studied completely, or have not been studied to low enough temperature to make a reliable statement about the ground state structures. For only a small number of cases, there is a clear discrepancy between ab initio and experiments (Table 9) . On further investigations, we find that some of the experimental assignments are poorly justified (e.g. for CdPt 3 ). In a few of the "error systems", the energy difference between the observed structure and the ab initio structure is small, which makes it fall within the uncertainty one would expect from LDA/GGA or from a lack of entropic considerations.
A few systems display, in our opinion, such a significant discrepancy between available experimental data and ab initio results as to make them worthwhile for further study. These include Cd 3 Nb (L1 2 observed, but no compounds from ab initio study), Nb-Ru and Pt 3 Zr 5 (respectively L1 0 and D8 8 observed, but no stable compounds at that composition in ab initio study), PtY (significant error between B33 and B27) and the complete Mo-Ti system (which from experiments appears to have a miscibility gap, but in the ab initio results displays a number of novel and strongly stabilized compounds). These systems should be investigated further, either to find experimental errors, or to shed new light on ab initio problems.
Our findings are summarized in Table 3 . By comparing all the available ab initio calculations with the experimental results [9, 10] , we obtain 284 potential structure comparisons. A subset of these (48) are not available due by the lack of the proper prototype or the unknown experimental compound. The rest of the structure comparisons (236) can be divided into 89 agreements in ordered systems (N ac ), 21 agreements in immiscible systems (N ai ), Table 3 . The reliability of our ab initio method can be defined as the fraction of correct compounds (agreements) over the number of accessible compounds (agreements and disagreements):
Such a quantity, η c , contains the reliability of the experimental results, which can be removed by considering only the true unambiguous disagreements of Table 9 (N d = 3). Hence the reliability of the method becomes
Such quantities, η c and η c , can be considered as the probabilities that the most stable ab initio compounds reproduce the correct experimental compound. The quantity η c should be used if the experimental compound is certain. If we extend the argument to the agreements with experimental compounds and immiscible systems, then the reliabilities become:
where the quantity η c should be used if the experimental compound or immiscibility is certain. Such quantities, η and η , can be considered as the probabilities that ab initio results reproduce the correct experimental compounds or immiscibilities.
Given the large number of calculations of this project, we believe η, η , η c , and η c to be good estimations of state of the art pseudopotential ab initio accuracies in phase stability prediction. Table 4 gives the alloys for which we find no compounds with negative formation energy, and the structure with lowest formation energy in the system. All of these agree with experiments except for the ones described below.
Alloys without ab initio compounds
Cd-Nb
One compound, Cd 3 Nb-L1 2 , has been reported for the system Cd-Nb [9, 177] . However, we did not find any stable phase (Cd 3 Nb-L1 2 has formation energy of ∼70 meV/atom). The disagreement for the compound Cd 3 Nb-L1 2 is further discussed in Section 4. [16] The second and third columns give, for each system, the structure with the lowest formation energy E f (US-LDA calculations). The table contains 23 entries. 21 of these are in agreement with experiments. References include both experimental and ab initio studies.
Cd-Ru
The authors are not aware of any experimental result for the Cd-Ru system.
Mo-Tc
Two compounds have been suggested on the basis of thermodynamic models: βMo 2 Tc 3 -A15 and σ Mo 3 Tc 7 -D8 b [9, 43] . However, we did not find any stable phase for the system, nor can we check the suggested compounds, since our library does not have the σ phase or the offstoichiometry A15.
Alloys with ab initio compounds
Ag-Au (silver-gold)
The system Ag-Au has not been studied in great detail at low temperatures, and no intermetallic compounds have been reported [9, 10, [51] [52] [53] [54] 118] . The solid is reported to be short-range ordered fcc, though it is suggested that long-range order might exist at low temperature. At low temperature we find several stable compounds: Ag 4 
Ag-Cd (silver-cadmium)
At composition AgCd 3 we find D0 19 stable, while only disordered hcp solid solution has been reported at this composition. Hence, D0 19 , an ordered hcp superstructure, probably is stable at low temperature in this system. At composition AgCd 2 we find a previously unknown compound AgCd 2 -ZrSi 2 . The low temperature β , near AgCd stoichiometry, is reported to be ordered bcc in Massalski [9] . In particular, the Pauling File reports AgCd-B2 [10, [66] [67] [68] [69] . We find B2, B19 and B27 to have degenerate energies (B19 is quite common for Cd alloys). The experimental phase diagram only displays solid solution on the Ag-rich side [9, 10] . We find C37 at Ag 2 Cd and a stable phase with stoichiometry Ag 3 Cd. The ground state of Ag 3 Cd is degenerate: three distinct structure (D0 19 
Ag-Mg (silver-magnesium)
The phase diagram of the system Ag-Mg is known with reasonable accuracy [9, 10, 70, 71, 74, 76] . Our ab initio method confirms the stability of AgMg-B2. In the Ag-rich side of the phase diagram, at stoichiometry Ag 3 Mg, we find D0 23 and D0 24 to be degenerate. While Massalski [9] indicates Ag 3 Mg to be L1 2 , it is known from detailed High Resolution Electronic Microscopy (HREM) that Ag 3 Mg forms Long-Period Superstructure (LPS) modulations of L1 2 [72, 73] (LPS D0 23 is present in our library). For a detailed discussion of this system see Kulik et al. [75] . L1 2 is 15.2 meV/atom above D0 23 /D0 24 . On the Mg-rich side, our library does not have prototypes at 80% Mg concentration, so we are not able to find any hexagonal AgMg 4 (with unknown prototype [74, 76] 19 .
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [77] [78] [79] . (See Fig. 3 
Ag-Na (silver-sodium)
The phase diagram of the system Ag-Na is known with reasonable accuracy and has only one intermetallic compound [9, 10, [82] [83] [84] . We confirm the stability of Ag 2 Na-C15 and find almost all the other compounds to have positive formation energies. Both with US-LDA and PAW-GGA, Na-hcp is very slightly favored over Nabcc and Na-fcc, in agreement with other first principle calculations [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . At room temperature sodium has the bcc structure, and undergoes a martensitic transformation below 35 K, to a close packed structure [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Therefore our results, Na-hcp stable and the very small energy differences from Na-bcc and Na-fcc, are consistent with the behavior at low temperature. 
Ag-Pd (silver-palladium)
The system Ag-Pd has not been studied in great detail and no intermetallic compounds have been reported [9, 10, 41, 87] . The solid is reported to be disordered fcc. At low temperature we find three stable compounds: AgPd-L1 1 , Ag 2 Pd and Ag 3 Pd. In our computations, for Ag 2 Pd and Ag 3 Pd, the ground states are degenerate: our best candidates are C49 or C37 for Ag 2 Pd, and L1 2 or D0 22 for Ag 3 Pd, as shown in Fig. 5 
Ag-Ti (silver-titanium)
The stability of AgTi 2 -C11 b and AgTi-B11 is confirmed [9,10,99,100], and no other stable phases are found 
Ag-Y (silver-yttrium)
The stability of AgY-B2 and Ag 2 Y-C11 b is confirmed [9, 10, 101] . In the Ag-rich region, we do not determine the stability of Ag 51 Y 14 , since we do not have the prototype in our library [102, 103] . Instead, we find Ag 3 Y with D0 a structure stable with an energy ∼22 meV/atom below the energy of a two-phase region Ag ↔ Ag 2 Y. In the real system, the presence of Ag 51 Y 14 probably makes structure D0 a metastable. In the Y-rich region we find AgY 2 -C37 degenerate with the two-phase region Y ↔ AgY (within ∼1.7 meV/atom) as shown in Fig. 7 
Ag-Zr (silver-zirconium)
The phase diagram of Ag-Zr is known partially, and it has been estimated from thermodynamic properties [9, 10, 104, 105] . The stability of the two known phases AgZr-B11 (γ -CuTi prototype) and AgZr 2 -C11 b is confirmed by our calculation. In addition to the known intermetallic compounds, we find a stable phase Ag 2 Zr, which is not present in Massalski [9] : the C6 and C32 structures are degenerate. To conclude, we find AgZr 3 -FCC 
Al-Sc (aluminum-scandium)
The experimental phase diagram has compounds at compositions: Al 3 Sc, Al 2 Sc, AlSc, and AlSc 2 [9, 10, [106] [107] [108] . The ab initio technique confirms the stability of Al 3 Sc-L1 2 , Al 2 Sc-C15, AlSc-B2, and AlSc 2 -B8 2 . In the Sc-rich region of the phase diagram, we find a new hexagonal stable phase AlSc 3 -D0 19 , which is not present in Massalski [9] . Only very limited experimental data is available for this side of the phase diagram.
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . (See Fig. 9 
Au-Cd (gold-cadmium)
Several compounds have been reported for the system Au-Cd, and the phase diagram is known with reasonable accuracy [9, 10, 41, 116, 118, [122] [123] [124] [125] . We confirm β -AuCd-B19 and the high temperature phase β-AuCd-B2 (with energy ∼6 meV/atom higher than B19). At 25% Cd composition, we do not find the compound α 1 Au 3 Cd-Ag 3 Mg because we do not have the proper prototype in our library. Instead, we find structures D0 24 , D0 19 , and Al 3 Pu (Co 3 V) with degenerate energies. Such structures have hexagonal lattices and they are candidates for the phase field α 2 which has been reported to be a long-period superstructure with hP lattice [9] . At 33% Cd composition, we find three phases Au 2 Cd-C37, Au 2 Cd-MoPt 2 , and Au 2 Cd-C49 with energies 4, 14 and 16 meV/atom above the tie-line Au 3 Cd ↔ AuCd, respectively. At 50% Cd composition, the prototype of the phase β -AuCd is not known, but it is reported to have a hexagonal structure. For β , we suggest two candidates: AuCd-L1 0 and AuCd-FCC [201] A2B2 (CH "40" in Ref. [256] ), which have energies higher by 5.4 meV/atom and 5.5 meV/atom with respect to B19. None of these structures has hexagonal lattice type, and all our hexagonal prototypes have much higher energies. At concentration ∼75% Cd, a stable phase , with unknown structure, is believed to exist [9] . We confirm the existence of a stable compound and our best prediction is AuCd 3 -L6 0 . At concentration ∼82% Cd another stable phase η is believed to exist. We are not able to confirm η . In fact at 83.3% Cd, the phase with lowest energy is ∼60 meV/atom higher than the two tie-line AuCd 3 ↔ Cd. 
Au-Nb (gold-niobium)
The phase diagram of the system Au-Nb is based on three known compounds (Au 2 Nb, Au 2 Nb 3 , AuNb 3 ) [9, 10, 46, 116, 118, [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . We do not confirm the stability of phase Au 2 Nb-C32 [9, 10, 46] . Instead of C32, we find a stable compound Au 2 Nb-C6 and C32 with energy higher by ∼12 meV/atom with respect to C6. We cannot conclude anything about stability of Au 2 Nb 3 since our library does not contain any A 2 B 3 prototype. The Nb-rich side of the experimental phase diagram is drawn with the assumption that AuNb 3 -A15 is stable at low temperature (∼500 • C) [9] . Our calculations suggest that AuNb 3 -A15 might not be stable at low temperature as it is ∼7 meV/atom above the two-phase field AuNb 2 ↔ Nb. In addition, we find a stable phase AuNb 2 at 66.6% Nb composition, with bcc parent lattice, and space group Fmmm #69. The compound, labeled as BCC AB2 were not included in the calculation, the phase AuNb 3 -A15 would be stable, as shown in Fig. 11 . To conclude, we think it might be worthwhile to reconsider the thermodynamic modeling of the Nb-rich side of the phase diagram with the inclusion of AuNb 2 -BCC 
Au-Pd (gold-palladium)
Two ordered compounds have been suggested for the system Au-Pd in the fcc solid solution (Au, Pd): Au 3 Pd and AuPd 3 [141] [142] [143] [144] . The low temperature part of the phase diagram has been constructed with the addition of a phase field AuPd that is believed to exist below ∼100 • C [9, 10, 116, 118] . In the Au-rich part of the phase diagram, we confirm the stability of a compound Au 3 Pd, but we find three structures, D0 23 , D0 22 and L1 2 , with degenerate energy. At composition Au 4 Pd, we find the structure D1 a to be degenerate with the tie-line Au ↔ Au 3 Pd. At composition 33.3% Pd, we find a stable compound Au 2 Pd, but again, two structures C49 and C37 are degenerate. At composition 50%, we confirm the existence of a stable phase AuPd. The prototype is not known. Our best guess is AuPd-FCC [ 
201] A2B2
(CH "40" in Ref. [256] ), and L1 0 with an energy higher by 8 meV/atom with respect to FCC [201] A2B2 . Finally, in the Pd-rich part of the phase diagram, we find a compound AuPd 3 to be degenerate with the tie-line of the two-phase region AuPd ↔ Pd. For this compound, three structures, D0 23 , D0 22 [201] A2B2 is the most stable compound and L1 0 is higher by 10.8 meV/atom.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [59] . (See Fig. 12 A2B2 (us-lda) unknown L1 0 ∼ 8 meV/atom prototype above FCC [201] A2B2 (us-lda) FCC [201] A2B2 stable (paw-gga) L1 0 ∼10.8 meV/atom above FCC [201] A2B2 (paw-gga). 
Au-Sc (gold-scandium)
The phase diagram of the system Au-Sc is known only in the Au-rich region, and a total of three intermetallic compounds have been reported: Au 4 Sc, Au 3 Sc, and AuSc [9, 10, 118, [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] . At 20% Sc, we confirm Au 4 Sc-D1 a . At 25% Sc, we find a two-phase region, in agreement with experiments. In fact, Au 3 Sc-D0 a , the structure with lowest energy, is higher by ∼7 meV/atom with respect to the tie-line Au 4 
Au-Ti (gold-titanium)
Five ordered compounds have been reported for the system Au-Ti at low temperature: Au 4 Ti, Au 2 Ti, αAuTi, βAuTi, and AuT 3 [9, 10, 47, 100, [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] 277, 292, 305, 315] . We confirm the stability of αAuTi-B11, Au 4 Ti-D1 a and AuTi 3 -A15. At 25% Ti, we find a two-phase region, in agreement with experiments. In fact, Au 3 Ti-D0 a , the structure with lowest energy, is higher by ∼11 meV/atom with respect to the tie-line Au 4 [9, 10] . C11 b (MoSi 2 prototype) and CuZr 2 are very similar structures, both tetragonal (tI6) and with the same space group #139. C11 b belongs to the bcc superstructure family while CuZr 2 , a slightly distorted version of C11 b , is a close packed structure [10] ; therefore, within the formalism of the atomic environments, they represent two different prototypes [10] . Our library contains both prototypes. However, in our calculations, AuZr 2 -C11 b and AuZr 2 -CuZr 2 are both unstable with degenerate energies higher by ∼20 meV/atom with respect to the tieline AuZr ↔ AuZr 3 . We cannot say anything about Au 4 
Cd-Nb (cadmium-niobium)
The phase diagram for the system Cd-Nb is not known [9] . It has been reported that Cd 3 Nb has L1 2 prototype [177] . However, we are not able to find any stable compound, so we propose that the system is not compound forming, but will display low temperature immiscibility. In our calculations, Cd 3 Nb-L1 2 is ∼70 meV/atom higher in energy than the phase separation of Cd ↔ Nb. In addition, the structure with the lowest formation energy is a bcc superstructure at composition CdNb and energy ∼55 meV/atom higher then Cd ↔ Nb. 
Cd-Pd (cadmium-palladium)
Four Cd-Pd compounds have been identified experimentally at low temperature (γ , γ 1 , γ and β 1 [178, 179, 9] ). However, the phase boundaries are unknown. We confirm β 1 -CdPd-L1 0 . In the Cd-rich part of the phase diagram, we find Cd 3 Pd (near γ at 74% Cd). We are not able to determine the exact structure of Cd 3 Pd but our best candidates are D0 19 , D0 24 , NbPd 3 -type, and Al 3 Putype (Co 3 V). In the Pd-rich part of the phase diagram, we find a stable phase CdPd 3 . As before, we cannot determine its structure, precisely. Our guesses are D0 22 and NbPd 3 -type, which have degenerate energies. At concentration 33.3% Cd, we find a new compound CdPd 2 -C37 which is not present in Massalski [9] . 
Cd-Pt (cadmium-platinum)
The phase diagram of the system Cd-Pt is partially known [180, 9] , with several compounds of unknown structure. We confirm the stability of phase α 1 -CdPt-L1 0 . In the Cd-rich part of the phase diagram, the prototypes of Cd 2 Pt and γ 1 are unknown. For Cd 2 Pt, our best guess is two degenerate structures, Cd 2 Pt-C37 and Cd 2 Pt-C16, which are also degenerate with the hull. For γ 1 , at stoichiometry Cd 3 Pt, we find two degenerate structures D0 11 , D0 a and D0 22 . In the Pt-rich part of the phase diagram, we do not find a stable compound α -CdPt 3 -L1 2 . Instead, we find a stable orthorhombic CdPt 3 with fcc superstructure and Cmmm #65 space group. The prototype, labeled as CdPt proto 3 , is described in Appendix A. In addition, CdPt 3 -L1 2 is found with an energy ∼25 meV/atom above CdPt 
Cd-Rh (cadmium-rhodium)
No experimental phase diagram is available [9] . With our ab initio technique we find two stable compounds, Cd 2 Rh-C37, and Cd 3 Rh. Our best guesses for Cd 3 
Cd-Ti (cadmium-titanium)
Little is known for the system Cd-Ti at high temperature [9, 10, 182, 183] . At low temperature only two stable intermetallic compounds have been reported [183] . We confirm the stability of Ti 2 Cd-C11 b . At composition CdTi, Massalski and the Pauling File report B11 and CdTi compounds, respectively [9, 10] . B11 (γ CuTi prototype) and CdTi are very similar structures, both tetragonal (tP4) and with the same space group #129. B11 belongs to the bcc superstructure family while CdTi, a slightly distorted version of B11, is a close packed structure [10] . Therefore, within the formalism of the atomic environments, they represent two different prototypes [10] . The ab initio calculation is able to relax one structure into the other, easily. For CdTi we confirm the experimental results. In addition, at concentration 42.8%Cd, we find a compound Cd 3 Ti 4 -Cu 4 Ti 3 , degenerate with the tie-line of the twophase region CdTi 2 ↔ CdTi. We have not found any other stable or metastable compound: we conclude that the low temperature part of the phase diagram is complete. Note that this system is very similar to Ag-Ti. (See Fig. 20 
Cd-Y (cadmium-yttrium)
The stability of compounds YCd-B2, YCd 2 -C6 and YCd 3 (Cd 3 Er prototype) [9, 10, [184] [185] [186] is confirmed. The yttrium-rich side of the phase diagram is poorly known. In that region we find two degenerate phases Y 2 Cd-C49 and Y 2 Cd-C37, both of which are close in energy to the twophase region Y ↔ CdY (Fig. 21) Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [187] . (See Fig. 21 
Cd-Zr (cadmium-zirconium)
The Cd-Zr system is poorly characterized [9, 48, 188] , and compounds have been identified at four compositions Cd 3 Zr, Cd 2 Zr, CdZr, and CdZr 2 . Massalski [9] reports Cd 3 Zr-L1 0 -AuCu, which we consider a misprint for Cd 3 Zr-L1 2 -AuCu 3 , while the CRYSTMET and Pauling File databases [10, 11] report Cd 3 Zr-D0 a -βCu 3 Ti from Ref. [189] . We confirm the stability of Cd 3 Zr-L1 2 and CdZr 2 -C11 b . At composition CdZr, Massalski and the Pauling File report B11 and CdTi compounds, respectively [9, 10] . B11 (γ CuTi prototype) and CdTi are very similar structures, both tetragonal (tP4) and with the same space group #129. B11 belongs to the bcc superstructure family while CdTi, a slightly distorted version of B11, is a close packed structure [10] . Therefore, within the formalism of the atomic environments, they represent two different prototypes [10] . The ab initio calculation is able to relax one structure into the other, easily. For CdZz, we find CdZr-L1 0 instead of CdZr-B11, which has an energy ∼18 meV/atom higher than L1 0 . The prototype of Cd 2 Zr is not known: our best guess is Cd 2 Zr-C11 b . In addition, we find a stable compound CdZr 3 -A15 not present in Massalski [9] , and a metastable L1 2 which is 8.5 meV/atom higher than A15. 
Mo-Nb (molybdenum-niobium)
The system MoNb has not been studied in great detail and no experimental intermetallic compounds have been found [9, 10, 46, 191] . A bcc solid solution is reported from 2400 • C up to the melt. We predict four stable compounds at low temperature: MoNb 2 -C11 b , MoNb-B2, Mo 2 Nb-C11 b , and Mo 3 Nb-D0 3 , as shown in Fig. 23 .
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [89, [192] [193] [194] . (See Fig. 23 
Mo-Pd (molybdenum-palladium)
The phase diagram of this alloy is known from experimental investigations and thermodynamic calculations [9, 10, 45, 50, 195] . The only compound is at composition MoPd 2 and is listed in Massalski as having approximatively the MoPt 2 structure [9, 10, 195] . Our ab initio method finds that the MoPt 2 structure is 8 meV/atom higher than MoPd 2 -ZrSi 2 . In addition, we find a stable phase MoPd 4 -D1 a (MoNi 4 prototype), previously unknown. (See Fig. 24 
Mo-Pt (molybdenum-platinum)
The phase diagram of this alloy is known from experimental investigations and thermodynamic modeling [9, 10, [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] [204] 271] . We confirm the stability of MoPt-B19 and MoPt 2 (with MoPt 2 prototype). In the Pt-rich part of the phase diagram, we find a compound MoPt 4 -D1 a (MoNi a prototype), previously unknown. The observed high temperature phase A15, reported as Mo 6 Pt in Massalski [9] and as Mo 3.2 Pt 0.8 in the Pauling File [10] , is off-stoichiometry. Our ab initio method finds a stoichiometric Mo 3 Pt-A15 to be ∼45 meV/atom above the two-phase region Mo ↔ MoPt-B19. For a detailed experimental study of such an A15 phase, see Ref. [204] . (See Fig. 25 
Mo-Rh (molybdenum-rhodium)
The phase diagram of the system Mo-Rh is known above ∼900 • C and it is based on thermodynamic calculations and experimental results [9, 10, 50, [205] [206] [207] [208] . We confirm the stability of the two known compounds MoRh-B19 [9] and MoRh 3 -CdMg 3 [10, 207] . At concentration 66.6% Rh, we find the stable phase MoRh 2 -C37 (prototype Co 2 Si), previously not identified [9] . (See Fig. 26 
Mo-Ru (molybdenum-ruthenium)
The phase diagram of this system is known at medium and high temperature [9, 10, 209] . There is a σ phase around 38% Ru, which is quite common when bcc (Mo) and hcp (Ru) elements are mixed. We are not able to confirm the σ phase since we do not have the proper prototype in our library. At concentration 75% Ru, we find the stable phase MoRu 3 -D0 19 (formation energy ∼60 meV/atom), not present in Massalski [9] , indicating that it might be a low temperature ordered structure.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [210] . (See Fig. 27 
Mo-Ti (molybdenum-titanium)
We studied this systems completely in both the LDA and GGA approximation as the ab initio results differ significantly from the experimental assesssment of the system. We report the PAW-GGA results in Fig. 28 and the Table below. The LDA results are similar so that the difference between ab initio and experiments in this system can not be attributed to a LDA or GGA problem, but may be more profound. To our knowledge, no intermetallic compounds have been reported for the system Mo-Ti [9, 10, 47, [212] [213] [214] , and it is considered a non-compound forming system [10, 11] . In contrast to the experimental assessment, we find seven stable compounds. (Appendix B) . Given the relatively large value of the formation energy, the experimental miscibility gap is surprising. This system warrants further study to sort out the apparent discrepancy between experiments and ab initio computation.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [215] . (See Fig. 28 
Mo-Zr (molybdenum-zirconium)
Because of the discrepancy between ab initio computations and experiments in Mo-Ti and the chemical similarity between Zr and Ti, we have studied the Mo-Zr also with both LDA and GGA. The PAW-GGA results are shown in Fig. 29 and in the Table below. Not much is known of the system Mo-Zr for producing a reliable phase diagram [9, 10, 48] . We confirm the stability of the only known compound Mo 2 Zr-C15. Given this good agreement for Mo-Zr, one also expects the ab initio approach to perform well for Mo-Ti, giving further evidence that the experimental Mo-Ti should be reevaluated.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [109] . (See Fig. 29 
Nb-Pd (niobium-palladium)
The Pd-Nb phase diagram is known with reasonable accuracy in the Pd-rich region [9, 10, 46, 253] . The stability of the experimental phase NbPd 2 -MoPt 2 and αNbPd 3 -D0 22 is confirmed. In the Nb-rich region, at concentration 33% Nb, we find an orthorhombic compound Nb 2 Pd-BCC [ 
011]
AB2 , not present in Massalski [9] . The energy of this phase is ∼11 meV/atom below the tie-line of the two-phase region Nb ↔ NbPd 2 .
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [218] . (See Fig. 30 
Nb-Pt (niobium-platinum)
Several intermetallic compounds have been reported for the system Nb-Pt [9, 10, 46, [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] . We confirm the experimental phases Nb 3 Pt-A15 and αNbPt 3 -D0 a (βCu 3 Ti prototype). The prototype of NbPt 2 is not reported in Massalski [9] (orthorhombic oI6, with space group Immm). We find NbPt 2 -MoPt 2 , in agreement with Refs. [10, 221, 222] . At 50% concentration we do not confirm the stability of NbPt-B19. Instead of B19 we find NbPt-L1 0 , and B19 to be higher by ∼11 meV/atom above L1 0 . It is possible that L1 0 is a ground state and B19 a high temperature state. We cannot say anything about the σ phase D8 b since we do not have such prototype in our library. We further investigated NbPt-L1 0 and NbPt-B19 with PAW-GGA potentials, as described in Section 3. With PAW, L1 0 is the most stable compound and B19 is ∼18.5 meV/atom higher than L1 0 . (See Fig. 31 
Nb-Rh (niobium-rhodium)
The system Nb-Rh is poorly characterized in the range of concentration 50∼80% Rh [9, 10, 46, 50, 220, 224, 225] . We confirm the stability of Nb 3 Rh-A15, NbRh-L1 0 . NbRh-B19, which is observed as a high temperature state, is ∼27 meV/atom above L1 0 , and it is possibly stabilized by entropic effects. Note: in Massalski and in the Pauling File [9, 10] there is no phase at 50% composition, and Nb 0.96 Rh 1.04 -L1 0 appears off-stoichiometry. At concentration 75% Rh, we find the stable phase η-Al 3 Pu (Co 3 V) and κNbRh 3 -L1 2 to be higher by 8 meV/atom. Hence, we think that η prevails at low temperature over κ, in contrast with the sketched phase diagram of Ref. [9] . We cannot say anything about D8 b and ξ(Nb Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [226] . (See Fig. 32 
Nb-Ru (niobium-ruthenium)
Very little is known for the alloy Nb-Ru, especially at low temperature [9, 10, 46, [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] . We do not confirm the stability of any low temperature compound at composition NbRu, but instead find a two-phase field between Nb 3 Ru and NbRu 2 , even though a high and low temperature phase of NbRu has been observed [227, 231] . In the Ru-rich side of the phase diagram, we find NbRu 3 -D0 24 to be 8 meV/atom lower than L1 2 which is suggested experimentally. At 66% Ru we find NbRu 2 -C37 (with oP12-Co 2 Si prototype). With respect to the two-phase field Nb 3 Ru ↔ NbRu 2 , the structures closest to the tie-line at NbRu composition are B19 (∼13 meV/atom), L1 0 (∼20 meV/atom), B27 (∼23 meV/atom), B33 (∼39 meV/atom), and B2 (∼45 meV/atom Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [232] [233] [234] . (See Fig. 33 
Nb-Tc (niobium-technetium)
The phase diagram of the system Nb-Tc is not known and only one intermetallic compound, NbTc 3 (metallic and superconductor), has been reported with αMn structure [9, 10, 46, [235] [236] [237] 359] . The compound NbTc 3 is classified as phase Nb 0.15 Tc 0.85 in the Pauling File [10] . We do not have αMn in our library of prototypes, and, at such stoichiometry, we do not find any stable compound. In the Tc-rich side of the phase diagram, we find a two-phase field NbTc ↔ Tc, as shown in Fig. 34 . At 50% concentration, we obtain NbTc-B2, and in the Nb-rich side of the diagram, we find Nb 2 Tc-C11 b and an orthorhombic phase Nb 3 Tc with space group Immm #71, bcc superstructure, and prototype Nb 3 Tc proto described in Appendix A. Trends for Tc alloys are further discussed in Section 8. (See Fig. 34 
Pd-Pt (palladium-platinum)
The low temperature part of the phase diagram is believed to have a miscibility gap at a temperature of about 770 • C. This miscibility gap is predicted on the basis of the difference of melting points between Pd and Pt [9, 10, 42, 254, 255] . Instead of such a gap, we find three unknown stable compounds with fcc superstructures (Pd and Pt are both fcc). We find PdPt-L1 1 , and two orthorhombic phases, Pd 3 Pt and PdPt 3 , with space group Cmmm #65 and prototypes described in Appendix A. The prototypes are labeled as Pd 3 Pt proto and PdPt . The compound Pd 3 Pt is degenerate with respect to the two-phase fields Pd-A1 ↔ PdPt-L1 1 ; therefore its existence is uncertain. As shown in Fig. 35 , all the stable phases have small formation energy (<50 meV/atom) making them difficult to determine experimentally. However, we believe the experimental phase diagram to be in error. We further investigate PdPt with PAW-GGA potentials, as described in Section 3. With PAW, PdPt-L1 1 is the most stable compound and PdPt-L1 0 is Fig. 35 . PdPt (palladium-platinum) ground state convex hull.
higher by 5.5 meV/atom. Our results are in disagreement with previous FLAPW-LDA calculations, where L1 0 is found to be the most stable compound [256] .
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [13, 61] . (See Fig. 35 
Pd-Tc (palladium-technetium)
The phase diagram for the system Pd-Tc is sketched on the basis of the solid solubility data [9, 10, 42, 269, 340, 359, 362] . Experimental results report two solid solutions (fcc Pd-rich) and (hcp Tc-rich) with a two-phase region in between. No intermetallic compounds have been reported [9, 10] . However, we find one stable phases PdTc 3 -D0 19 . In addition, at 50% concentration, we find a hcp superstructure (trigonal lattice, hP4, space group P3m1) which has an energy ∼3 meV/atom higher than the tie-line of the twophase region PdTc 3 
Pd-Ti (palladium-titanium)
This system has been subject of conflicting results for several years [9, 10, 168, [270] [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] [282] [283] [284] [285] . Our ab initio method confirms the stability of the compounds PdTi 2 -C11 b , PdTi 3 -A15, and Pd 3 Ti-D0 24 . Near 80% Pd, Long-Period Superstructure (LPS) modulations of L1 2 are observed [273] . While we do not have such off-stoichiometric LPS, we find L1 2 to be only 6 meV/atom above D0 24 at Pd 3 Ti composition. The low energy difference between L1 2 and D0 24 indicates that it may be easy to form antiphase boundaries and LPS near this composition. We find Pd 2 Ti-MoPt 2 which is an orthorhombic distortion of C11 b (MoPt 2 is orthorhombic, while C11 b is tetragonal). We find Pd 2 Ti-C49 and Pd 2 Ti-C11 b to be higher by 3 meV/atom and 14 meV/atom above MoPt 2 , respectively. At low temperature, at concentration 50%, we find a stable compound αTiPd, but two prototypes are degenerate: L1 0 and B19 (which is reported experimentally). We cannot find the reported phase PdTi 4 -A15 (off-stoichiometry) [9] , which we think should appear inside the two-phase region of Ti ∼ PdTi 3 , or at composition PdTi 3 . While off-stoichiometric compounds are obviously possible, this usually goes together with significant width of the single-phase field. Hence, we concluded (maybe erroneously) that the placement of A15 at composition PdTi 4 in Ref. [9] is likely a typographical error. To address the degenerate structures, we further investigate αTiPd with PAW-GGA potentials, as described in Section 3. With PAW, PdTi-B19 is the most stable compound and PdTi-L1 0 is higher by 10 meV/atom.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [286] . (See Fig. 37 
Pd-Y (palladium-yttrium)
The phase diagram for the system Pd-Y is known with reasonable accuracy. Several intermetallic compounds have been reported, but not all the structures have been determined experimentally [9, 10, [287] [288] [289] [290] . We confirm the stability of the compounds Pd 3 Y-L1 2 and PdY 3 -D0 11 . The prototype of αPdY is not known [287] . Our best guesses are PdY-B27 and PdY-B33 (CrB), which are degenerate in the calculation. We also find PdY 2 -C37, which occurs in a concentration between two known compounds Pd 2 Y 3 and Pd 2 Y 5 and is very close to the tie-line of the two-phase field PdY 3 ↔ PdY (5 meV/atom 
Pd-Zr (palladium-zirconium)
The experimental phase diagram for the system Pd-Zr is based on limited information [9, 10, 276, [291] [292] [293] [294] [295] [296] [297] [298] . We are able to confirm the stability of Pd 3 Zr-D0 24 and PdZr 2 -C11 b . The stable phase of PdZr is reported to be CrB (B33) [10, 298] . At that composition, we find two degenerate structures: PdZr-B27 or PdZr-B33 (CrB). In the Zr-rich side of the phase diagram, we find PdZr 3 -FCC 
Pt-Rh (platinum-rhodium)
The experimental phase diagram of the system Pt-Rh is similar the system Pd-Pt. The low temperature part of the phase diagram is believed to have a miscibility gap at a temperature of about 760 • C [9, 10, 42, 257, 299] . Instead of the gap, we find several stable phases, all with fcc superstructure (Pt and Rh are both fcc), similarly to previous FLAPW-LDA calculations [256] . We find Pt 4 Rh-D1 a , Pt 3 Rh-D0 22 , PtRh 2 -C49, PtRh 3 -D0 22 , PtRh 4 -D1 a , and, at 50% concentration, PtRh-FCC [201] A2B2 (CH "40" in Ref. [256] ). As shown in Fig. 40 , all the stable phases have very small formation energy (<30 meV/atom) indicating that they may disorder at relatively low temperature.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [61] . (See Fig. 40.) Pt-Rh system Low temperature phases comparison chart
Composition
Experimental Ab initio % Rh (Massalski [9] ) result Theoretical [256] 20
Two-phase region [9] P t 4 Rh-D1 a D1 a [256] 25
Two-phase region [9] P t 3 Rh-D0 22 Two-phase region [256] 50
Two-phase region [9] P t R h -F C C
FCC [201] A2B2 [256] 66.6 Two-phase region [9] P t R h 2 -C49
71.4 Two-phase region [9] Unavailable X2 [256] 75
Two-phase region [9] P t R h 3 -D0 22 D0 22 [256] 80
Two-phase region [9] P t R h 4 -D1 a D1 a [256] Fig. 40 . PtRh (platinum-rhodium) ground state convex hull.
Pt-Ru (platinum-ruthenium)
Only one compound has been found for the system Pt-Ru [9, 10, 300, 301] . At low temperature, the phase diagram reported in Massalski [9] has platinum-rich and rutheniumrich solid solutions with large solubilities of the other element, and a two-phase region for concentration between ∼70% to ∼80% of ruthenium. However, recent X-ray diffraction experimental work reported the existence of a fcc phase at 50% composition, with unknown prototype [301] . For PtRu, our prediction is PtRu-FCC AB3 /tie-line (uncertain)
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Pt-Tc (platinum-technetium)
The phase diagram for the system Pt-Tc has been determined from experimental solid solubility data [9, 10, 42, 359, 362] . No intermetallic compounds have been reported [9] . However, we find two stable phases: Pt 3 Tc-FCC [ 
001]
AB3 and PtTc 3 -D0 19 . PtTc 3 -D0 19 appears in the composition range of a two-phase region Pt-A1 and Tc-A3, that is present at temperatures higher than ∼1000 • C. 
Pt-Ti (platinum-titanium)
Not much is known of Pt-Ti system for producing a precise phase diagram [9, 10, 47, 277, 279, 284, [302] [303] [304] [305] [306] . Some intermetallic compounds are reported [277, 282, 302, 305, 306] . We confirm the stability of phases PtTi 3 -A15, αPtTi-B19, Pt 3 Ti-D0 24 . B19 is stable at 50% composition, and L1 0 and B33 are higher by ∼20 meV/atom and ∼30 meV/atom, respectively. At concentration 25% Ti, we confirm the existence of γ -L1 2 , which has an energy that is ∼5 meV/atom higher than Pt 3 Ti-D0 24 . However, L1 2 has been reported to be stable away from stoichiometry <25% Ti [9] . At composition 33% Ti, Pt 2 Ti, Massalski reports a two-phase region above 600 • C [9, 10] . Instead of the twophase field, we find a stable compound Pt 2 Ti: two structures, C49 and C37, are degenerate. We cannot say anything about Pt 8 Ti-D1 a , because our library does not contain offstoichiometry D1 a . To address the degenerate structures, we further investigate Pt 2 Ti with PAW-GGA potentials, as described in Section 3. With PAW, Pt 2 Ti-C49 is the most stable compound and Pt 2 Ti-C37 is higher by 1.9 meV/atom.
Another ab initio study, relevant for this system, can be found in Ref. [286] . (See Fig. 43 
Pt-Y (platinum-yttrium)
The experimental phase diagram of the system Pt-Y has been sketched by analogy with other rare earth-platinum diagrams [9] . Several intermetallic compounds have been reported [9, 10, 42, 155, 271, 279, [307] [308] [309] [310] [311] [312] [313] [314] 318] 
Pt-Zr (platinum-zirconium)
The system Pt-Zr is quite interesting. Our ab initio method confirms the stability of αPtZr-B33 (CrB prototype). Two crystal structures have been reported for Pt 3 Zr: D0 24 and L1 2 [9, 10, 279, 296, [315] [316] [317] [318] . We confirm the stability of Pt 3 Zr-D0 24 and we find L1 2 to be higher by 10 meV/atom with respect to D0 24 
Rh-Ru (rhodium-ruthenium)
The phase diagram for the system Rh-Ru is based on the solid solubility data [9, 10, 42, 320] . Experimental results report two solid solutions (fcc Rh-rich) and (hcp Ru-rich) with a two-phase region in between (from 34.5% to 40% atomic percent ruthenium). No intermetallic compounds have been reported [319] [320] [321] and the system is considered to be non-compound forming [10] . However, we find two stable phases: an orthorhombic oC12 RhRu proto 2 , with hcp superstructure and Cmcm #63 space group, and a trigonal hP4 RhRu proto , with hcp superstructure and P3m1 #164 space group. Both prototypes are described in Appendix A. As shown in Fig. 46 
Rh-Tc (rhodium-technetium)
The phase diagram for the system Rh-Tc is based on the solid solubility data [9, 10, 42, 360, 362] . Experimental results report two solid solutions (fcc Rh-rich) and (hcp Tcrich) with a two-phase region in between. No intermetallic compounds have been reported [360, 362] 
Rh-Ti (rhodium-titanium)
There are qualitative disagreements about the phase diagram of the Rh-Ti system [9, 10, 47, 316, [322] [323] [324] [325] [326] . We confirm the stable phases that where found by all investigators [322] [323] [324] [325] : RhTi 2 , αRhTi-L1 0 , and Rh 3 Ti-L1 2 . Refs. [10, 316, 326] report RhTi 2 -CuZr 2 instead of RhTi 2 -C11 b . The prototype CuZr 2 is a distortion of C11 b and has the same lattice type (tetragonal, tI6) and space group (I4/mmm #139) [10] . We find RhTi 2 -C11 b and RhTi 2 -CuZr 2 to have degenerate energy. In the Rh-rich part of the phase diagram we find a stable phase Rh 2 Ti-C37. However, we do not have Rh 5 Ti 3 in our library, so C37 might likely be unstable with respect to the two-phase field Rh 5 Ti 3 ↔ L1 2 . At concentration ≈84% Rh, we do not find any stable compound, in agreement with [324] and in contrast with [322] . Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [226, 286] . (See Fig. 48 
Rh-Y (rhodium-yttrium)
Several compounds have been reported for the system Rh-Y at low temperature [9, 10, 42, 271, [327] [328] [329] 331] . The stability of Rh 2 Y-C15, RhY-B2, RhY 3 -D0 11 is confirmed. At composition Rh 5 Y, where a D2 d structure has been seen at high temperature (but not stable at low temperature), we find the D2 d to be the lowest energy structure (of all the structures at that composition), even though it is metastable with respect to the phase separation into Rh 2 Y-C15 ↔ Rh. At composition Rh 3 Y one compound has been reported to be stable with prototype CeNi 3 and space group P6 3 /mmc #194 [10, 330, 332] . We do not have such prototype in our library and we do not find any stable phase: Rh 3 Y-D0 19 is the least metastable prototype we obtain. Rh 3 Y-D0 19 is higher by 130 meV/atom with respect the tie-line, which is at least one order of magnitude bigger than the accuracy of the calculations. We also find RhY 2 -C37, which appears in a concentration between two known compounds, Rh 3 
Rh-Zr (rhodium-zirconium)
Although the system Zr-Rh is well known for its superconducting phases [9, 10, 333, 336] , further investigations are needed to clarify the stability and presence of intermediate phases [334, 335] . Our ab initio method confirms the stability of RhZr 2 -C16 and Rh 3 Zr-L1 2 . Massalski does not report the prototype of the low temperature phase αRhZr [9] . References [336] [337] [338] report αRhZr-B27. We confirm the stability of αRhZr-B27 (BFe prototype) with no other metastable compounds with similar energy. In addition, we find three new phases Rh 2 Zr-C37, RhZr 4 -D1 a and RhZr 3 -FCC [ 
001]
AB3 , which are degenerate with the two-phase fields RhZr ↔ Rh 3 Zr, Zr ↔ RhZr, and Zr ↔ RhZr, respectively.
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [226, 339] . (See Fig. 50 
Ru-Tc (ruthenium-technetium)
The phase diagram for the system Ru-Tc is considered to have a continuous disordered hcp solid solution at low temperature [9, 10, 340, 359, 362] . We find three stable ordered phases Ru 3 Tc-D0 19 , RuTc-B19, and RuTc 3 -D0 19 , all of which are hcp superstructures. Hence, it is possible that they are low temperature phases of the system Ru-Tc. Trends for Tc alloys are further discussed in Section 8. (See Fig. 51 
Ru-Ti (ruthenium-titanium)
The phase diagram of Ru-Ti is well determined by several investigators. A single low temperature compound RuTi-B2 has been reported [9, 10, 47, 279, [341] [342] [343] [344] [345] [346] [347] [348] , and our ab initio method confirms its stability. In addition, we find two stable phases: RuTi 2 -C49, and orthorhombic RuTi 3 with space group Immm #71, bcc superstructure, and prototype RuTi proto 3 described in Appendix A. Such compounds are close to the tie-line Ti ↔ RuTi. In fact, for C49 and RuTi proto 3 , the formation energies are lower by ∼34 and ∼37 meV/atom with respect to the two-phase field Ti ↔ RuTi. (See Fig. 52 
Ru-Y (ruthenium-yttrium)
Several compounds have been reported for the system Ru-Y [9, 10, 42, 327, [349] [350] [351] [352] [353] . We confirm the stability of RuY 3 -D0 11 and Ru 2 Y-C14. Also, we find RuY 2 -C16, which appears in a concentration between two known compounds Ru 25 Y 44 and Ru 2 Y 5 that are not in our library of calculations. Hence, the existence of RuY 2 -C16 is uncertain. At concentration 50%, we do not find any stable RuY compound, in agreement with [352] . (See Fig. 53 
Ru-Zr (ruthenium-zirconium)
The phase diagram of RuZr is known accurately [9, 10, 355, 356] . Our ab initio method confirms the stability of the low temperature phase RuZr-B2. In agreement with experiments, we find no ground state at composition Ru 2 Zr, though the lowest energy structure at that composition in our calculations is C14 which appears in the phase diagram at high temperature. Ru 2 Zr-C14 is higher by ∼60 meV/atom with respect to the two-phase field Ru ↔ RuZr. In the Zr-rich region we find one stable compound, RuZr 4 -D1 a , previously unknown. In addition, we find three metastable phases: RuZr 5 (monoclinic with space group C2/m #12), RuZr 3 , and RuZr 2 -C49, with energies higher by 21 meV/atom, 16.6 meV/atom, and 14 meV/atom, with respect to the two-phase fields RuZr 4 ↔ Zr, RuZr ↔ RuZr 4 , and RuZr ↔ RuZr 4 , respectively. The structure of RuZr 5 is similar to Mo 5 Ti proto (Appendix B) , while the structure of RuZr 3 is similar to RuTi proto 3 (Appendix A).
Other ab initio studies, relevant for this system, can be found in Refs. [232] [233] [234] 357] . (See Fig. 54 
Tc-Ti (technetium-titanium)
The phase diagram of the system TcTi has been constructed by analogy with chemically related systems [9, 10, 47, 358, 359] . Two intermetallic compounds, TcTi-B2 and χ, are reported [358, 359] . We confirm the stability of TcTi-B2, but we cannot say anything about χ since we do not have prototypes at composition 85% Ru. In addition, we find Tc 2 Ti-C11 b , TcTi 2 -C49, and an orthorhombic phase TcTi 3 with space group Immm #71 and prototype TcTi proto 3 described in Appendix A. These intermetallics have large negative formation energy; therefore they are expected to be very stable. Trends for Tc alloys are further discussed in Section 8. (See Fig. 55 
Tc-Y (technetium-yttrium)
Not enough information exists for constructing a phase diagram for the system Tc-Y [9, 10] . Only one intermetallic compound has been reported: Tc 2 Y-C14 (Friauf-Laves/Frank-Kasper phase) [361, 363] . We confirm the stability of Tc 2 Y-C14. In addition, we find another stable phase TcY 3 -D0 11 . Trends for Tc alloys are further discussed in Section 8. (See Fig. 56 
Tc-Zr (technetium-zirconium)
Not enough information exists for constructing a phase diagram for the system Tc-Zr [9, 10] . Only two intermetallic compounds have been reported: Tc 2 Zr-C14 (Friauf-Laves/Frank-Kasper phase) and Tc 6 Z-A12 [9, 10, 359, 364] . We confirm the stability of Tc 2 Zr-C14, but we cannot determine A12 since we do not have the proper prototype in our library. At 50% composition, Miedema et al. reported the existence of a TcZr compound with unknown structure [10, 279] . At such composition we find TcZr-B2. In addition, we find other stable phases: TcZr 4 -D1 a and TcZr 2 -C49. These intermetallics have large negative formation energy; therefore they are expected to be very stable. Trends for Tc alloys are further discussed in Section 8. (See Fig. 57 
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